Abstract-To select the long-running videos from online archives and other collections, the users would like to browse, or skim through quickly to get a hint on the semantic content of the videos. Video summarization addresses this problem by providing a short video summary of a full-length video. An ideal video summary would include all the important segments of the video and remain short in length. The problem of summarization is extremely challenging and has been a widely pursued subject of recent research. There are many algorithms presented in literature for video summarization and they represent visual information of video in concise form. Dynamic summaries are constructed with collection of key frames or some smaller segments extracted from video and is presented in the form of small video clip. This paper describes an algorithm for constructing the dynamic summary of a video by modeling every 40 consecutive frames of video as a bipartite graph. The method considers every 20 consecutive frames from video as one set and next 20 consecutive frames as second set of bipartite graph nodes with frames of the video representing nodes of the graph and edges connecting nodes denoting the relation between frames and edge weight depicting the mutual information between frames. Then the minimum edge weight maximal matching in every bipartite graph (a set of pair wise non-adjacent edges) is found using Hungarian method. The frames from the matchings which are represented by the nodes connected by the edges with weight below some empirically defined threshold and two neighbor frames are taken as representative frames to construct the summary. The results of the experiments conducted on data set containing sports videos taken from YOUTUBE and videos of TRECVID MED 2011 dataset have demonstrated the satisfactory average values of performance parameters, namely Informativeness value of 94 % and Satisfaction value of 92 %. These values and duration (MSD) of summaries reveal that the summaries constructed are significantly concise and highly informative and provide highly acceptable dynamic summary of the videos.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in multimedia data acquisition and storage technologies have led to very rapid growth of large databases. Since it is time consuming to download and browse a long video, lot of research attention has been focused on effective video summarization in order to help users to grasp the video content quickly. Thus automatic video summarization is a technique defined as selection and representation of still images or video segments to convey complete content of the video in concise form. Depending on how this concise form is constructed and presented the summaries are classified as static and dynamic. The static summaries are constructed as group of key frames extracted from video and presented in the form of a story board. The dynamic summaries are the concatenation of sufficient number of representative frames or representative segments extracted from video.
Video summarization, as the name implies, is creation of a short summary of the content of a longer video document. A video abstract is a sequence of still (static video summary) or moving images (dynamic video summary) representing the content of a video in such a way that the target group is rapidly provided with concise information about the content while the essential message of the original is well preserved.
Dynamic video summary, is also called moving-image abstract, moving storyboard, summary sequence or video skim. This type of abstract consists of a collection of represetative frames or video segments extracted from the original video and converted into a video clip, but of significantly shorter duration.
There are basically two types of dynamic summaries: summary sequence and highlight. A summary sequence renders the impressions of the content of entire video by using various techniques. On the other hand, a highlight shows the most interesting parts of an original video. Video summarization aims to provide a brief introduction of the original video to users by removing redundant content and keeping essential content in compact form. The task of identifying essential content to make summary extremely informative is a major challenge in video summarization research. A preview sequence (summary sequence) is made with the objective of reducing a long video into a short sequence that is often used to help the user to determine if a video program is worth viewing in its entirety. It either provides an impression about the entire video content or contains only the most interesting video segments. Key frames are most suitable for content-based video browsing, where they can be used to guide a user to locate specific video content of interest. Furthermore, key frames are also effective in representing visual content of a preview sequence. In the case of preview sequences, key frames can also be extracted in two different ways, either to capture the most memorable scenes of a video referred as the highlighting, or to summarize the entire video in terms of its visual content known as summarizing key frames .There are various algorithms presented to extract key frames from videos to construct summary sequence based on various features like color, texture, motion, audio, text and speech. The various models like clustering model, HMM model and Graph models have been used to represent structure of the video and to extract key frames from video structure representation. The graph theory techniques that are employed and bipartite graph modeling for video representation are briefly described in the following.
The graph model based methods are motivated by graph theoretical techniques. The graph theory techniques like graph cut, graph optimization, graph clustering, graph matching and graph similarity are successfully employed in to video summarization and retrieval. The work proposed is a key frame based approach motivated by the capability of graph theoretical techniques to represent the video structure. The proposed approach is based on bipartite graph representation of the video and minimum edge weight maximal matching for dynamic video summarization.
In the proposed method every 20 frames of the video are collected as one side of the bipartite graph the next consecutive 20 frames form the other part of the bipartite graph. Each frame is represented by a node in the graph and the edges of the bipartite graph are edges from the first set of 20 nodes to the second set. These edges represent the mutual information between corresponding frames. The minimum edge weight maximal matching of the bipartite graph is found and the nodes of the edges in the matching with weight values below a empirically fixed threshold represent the key frames. The process is repeated for other frames of the video by taking the second set of 20 frames to form the first(left) side of the next bipartite graph and further 20 frames form the other side. The process is repeated over complete video and representative frames selected are concatenated to build a moving image clip to form dynamic summary sequence. The values of informativeness(94%) and satisfaction (92%) is found in experiments on videos from YOUTUBE and TRECVID MED 2011 data set reveal the suitability of proposed algorithm for summarization.
The remaining part of the paper is organized in to 4 sections. Section II presents the related work and background of the algorithms used. Section III describes the proposed bipartite graph matching based algorithm. In Section IV experimentation and results are presented. Section V brings up the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
The detailed literature review on video summarization approaches is presented in this section. Basically there are two main approaches for video synopsis or video abstraction. The first approach is key frame based approach in which the salient images (key frames) are selected from the original video sequence. In the second approach a collection of sufficient number of representative frames or short sequences are selected from original video to build an abstract in the form of a compact video clip. A comprehensive survey on video abstraction is presented in [3] . To bring cartoon and comic like dynamics in summary a video summarization algorithm is presented in [4] . Histogram and transform based summarization are described in [5] and a DWT and stastical feature based summarization method is presented .
A dynamic video abstraction approach based on information theory with minimal visual content redundancies is presented in [6] . The method first clustered the key frames and then concatenated short video segments of key frames to construct a dynamic video summary. A video summarization approach to produce highlights of sports video employing audio cues is found in [7] .
Generally, for video summarization based on video content there is a need to effectively eliminate redundancy to provide a preview of video in compact form by extracting representative frames as key frames of segments. In [8] , a content-adaptive video summarization with key frame selection is presented. A scenario based dynamic video abstraction using a graph matching algorithm is proposed in [9] . A video summarization algorithm based on video clips comparison is provided in [10] . In this method, video clip similarity is measured using graph matching algorithms for maximal matching and optimal matching.
In [11] a novel approach for video summarization based on graph optimization is presented. The approach emphasizes both a comprehensive visual-temporal content coverage and visual coherence of the video summary. The approach works by selecting a candidate shot from shots of video and models it as directional graph. A dynamic programming based approach is used to find longest path which will represent final summary. The work in [12] proposes a new approach for event detection and summarization of news videos. The approach is mainly based on two graph algorithms optimal matching (OM) and normalized cut (NC). Initially, OM is employed to measure the visual similarity between all pairs of events. under the one-to-one mapping constraint among video shots. Then, events are represented as a complete weighted graph and NC is carried out to globally and optimally partition the graph into event clusters. Finally, based on the cluster size and globality of events, significant events are automatically detected The authors of [13] present a method for summarizing multi-view videos by constructing a spatio-temporal shot graph and to formulate the summarization problem as a graph labeling task. The spatio-temporal shot graph is derived from a hypergraph. The shot graph identifies clusters of event-centered shots, and picks out the candidates for summarization by random walks.
The work reported in [14] is an approach for video summarization based on the analysis of the video structure. The method uses FCM algorithm and a minimum spanning tree to cluster shots. Then the algorithm works on detection of video shots and the selection of key frames from each shot.
In [15] an algorithm for video summarization with a two-level redundancy detection procedure is presented. The algorithm removes redundant video content using hierarchical agglomerative clustering in the key frame level. A part of key frames are selected to generate the initial video summary. Finally, a repetitive frame segment detection procedure is designed to remove redundant information in the initial video summary.
A video can be represented as a graph by representing frames or shots of video as vertices and edges denoting relation between frames or shots. Exploiting this some graph theoretical approaches for shot boundary detection are found in literature. A graph theoretical technique based on normalized cuts reported in [16] is a computational technique to obtain optimized graph partitions and key frames are selected from each partition for story board construction. Another video shot boundary detection algorithm based on the novel graph theoretic concept, namely dominant sets is presented in [17] .
Graphs can be excellent modeling tools which are used to model many type of relations amongst various data objects or patterns that are part of real world scenarios. Graphs are mathematical structures used to model pair wise relations between objects. Graph theory has been developed into a useful tool in solving computing problems as many types of data can be represented as a graph. In this representation, vertices correspond to different observations, or data points and edges represent connections, similarities, or correlations among those points. The solutions for many classical problems in computer science are defined using various concepts of graph theory. As the video is collection of large number of visual patterns (frames) and audio patterns, the frames or shots can be expressed as nodes and their interrelation as edges of the graph. The procedures like graph clustering, graph partitioning, graph cuts can help in clustering patterns with maximum connectivity. The representation of video frames in the form of clusters and representation in groups by graph representation and graph theoretical processes will help for extracting representative frames from each cluster or group to build the summary. The proposed work is benefited by the capacity of bipartite graph to represent two set of data elements as two vertex sets and each edge from every node in one set to every node in second set as relation between data elements represented as nodes. The bipartite graph is used to model the intergroup similarity relationships and maximal matching in bipartite graphs is used to measure the pair wise similarity between the frames of video in the two sets shown as nodes of bipartite graph. The content similarity between any two frames is represented as mutual information in terms of edge weights in bipartite graph. Lesser the mutual information, more dissimilar the frames and hence are better candidates for key frames.The detailed description of the methodology is given in subsequent sections.
III. BIPARTITE GRAPH MODEL BASED ALGORITHM FOR DYNAMIC VIDEO SUMMARIZATION
A bipartite graph is a connected undirected graph such that the vertices of G are partitioned into two sets U and V and every edge of G has one end point in U and the other in V. A matching M in G is a set of edges that have no end points in common [18] . In the proposed algorithm the video is considered in groups of 40 frames with overlap of 20 frames and each group is modeled as a bipartite graph with 20 frames each in two disjoint sets, by representing video frames as vertices of bipartite graph and edges with weights equal to mutual information between two frames that the edge connects. A minimum edge weight maximal matching is found for every bipartite graph model. From the edges (links) of matching M, nodes connected by links of edge weight below 70% of maximum edge weight in terms of mutual information are identified and frames represented by these nodes are extracted as key frames. The higher values of mutual information between two frames indicate that both the frames have more similar content. frames arranged on timeline are added to a file which when played back at high speed (25-30 frames/second) each still picture merges into the next one so they blur together to make single moving picture. From the experimentations the frames with mutual information below 70%( an empirically selected value) of maximum edge weight from a bipartite graph will retain minimum amount of similar content temporally and construct a moving picture and at the same time attain sufficient temporal compression. The steps of complete algorithm are described in Fig. 2 . The detailed description of bipartite graph construction, minimum edge weight graph matching algorithm and key frame extraction are given in following subsections. 
A. Bipartite Graph Modeling
Let G = (U, V, E) denote a bipartite graph with n vertices and m edges. A subset M⋐E of edges is a matching if no two edges in M share an endpoint. The problem of finding maximum matching in bipartite graphs is a classical problem in combinatorial optimization. In this work a bipartite graph model is proposed to represent the correlation between two group of frames, by representing frames of each group as nodes of separate side of bipartite graph as shown in Fig.3 .The links stand for the interrelation between frames of two groups and are quantified in terms of mutual information.
In proposed solution, the mutual information between two frames is calculated separately for each of the RGB color components. In the case of the R component, the element , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N − 1 (N being the number of intensity levels in the image), corresponds to the probability that a pixel with color intensity i in frame has color intensity j in frame . In other words, equals to the number of pixels which change from color intensity i in frame to color intensity j in frame , divided by the total number of pixels in the video frame. The mutual information of frames , for the R component is computed as equation (1) ∑ ∑ (2) ∑ ∑
∑ ∑
The total mutual information (MI) calculated between frames and is defined as in equation (3) 
The mutual information computation is based on the content as described in [19] .
The complete process of bipartite graph modeling is as shown in Fig. 4 . 
B. Minimum Edge weight Matching in Bipartite graph based Algorithm for Dynamic summarization
A graph G = (V,E) consists of a set V of vertices and a set E of pairs of vertices called edges. For an edge e = (u, v), the endpoints of e are u and v; also said that e is incident to u and v. A graph G = (V,E) is bipartite if the vertex set V can be partitioned into two sets X and Y (the bipartition) such that no edge in E has both endpoints in the same set of the bipartition. A matching M ⊆ E is a collection of edges such that every vertex of X and Y are incident to at most one edge of M. An example of match is shown in Fig. 5 and the cost of a matching M is given by equation (4) 
A Maximal matching is a matching to which no more edges can be added without increasing the degree of one of the nodes to two. In the proposed work the initial task is to find the matching of minimal weight in bipartite graph modeled as two vertex subsets X and Y using group of 40 frames. The weight of a matching M is total weight of edges in matching M.
In the proposed work the weighted bipartite graph is represented in the matrix form as in (5) with weight value associated with each edges of the bipartite graph, and is used as assignment matrix [20] . The proposed technique begins with finding maximal matching to match two groups of 20 frames represented as vertex sets of a bipartite graph where the sum of the values of the edges in the matching have a minimum value. Such a matching is known as Minimum edge weight matching. Finding such a matching is treated as the assignment problem [21] . So Hungarian method described in [22] [23] is employed to find minimum weight matching. The process of obtaining minimum edge weight matching, extraction of representative frames and construction of summary is described in Algorithm1. (5) Step 2 . Apply Hungarian method to find the Minimum weight matching from matrix interpretation of bipartite graph with edge weight depicting mutual information between frames representing nodes the edge connects.
Step 3: Use the output of Hungarian method, the edge weight values of the positions indicated as zeros in weight Matrix to depict edges from a node on first side of bipartite graph to a node on second side.
Step 4: From the edges of matching obtained find the edge with maximum edge weight and identify the edges with weight values less than or equal to 70 % of the maximum edge weight.
Step 5: Collect the frames representing nodes connected by edges found in Step4 and two of their neighboring frames, one preceding and one succeeding on time line as representative Key frames.
Step 6 : Construct a summary clip adding all the frames extracted from all the matches obtained for every group of 40 frames (as in Step 4 and Step 5)) from video along the the timeline
The frames with very high similarity depicted as nodes of matching (with maximum mutual information and with above 70% of maximum) are eliminated to reduce redundancy The experiments have revealed that frames connected by edge weight below 70% of maximum edge weight(highest similarity) in that bipartite graph can better represent the group of 40 frames and their immediate neighbor frames efficiently contribute to dynamic summary. The frames which are left back considerably remove redundancy and compact the content of a video segment. All such frames collected from bipartite graph representation for every group of 40 frames from video are used to create a clip. Upon adding audio frames to the clip, the resulting video is a summary with sufficient dynamics that will give complete preview with comprehensive coverage of content.
IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS
The algorithm is implemented in Matlab and experiments are performed on a Core2 Duo 2.40 GHz Windows machine with 2GB of RAM. The experiments are conducted in order to validate the performance of the summarization algorithm and results are presented in the following. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on the YOU TUBE sports videos and the videos of TRECVID MED 2011 summaries data set. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using standard evaluation metrics.
In the proposed work, first the video is considered in group of 40 frames each with 50% overlap and Mutual Information (MI) values between every frame of one subset of 20 frames and second subset a group of 20 consecutive frames are computed as explained in the section 3(a). A weight matrix is constructed for complete bipartite graph representation of smaller unit of 40 frames from video. The frames are represented as nodes of graph and edge weight is represented by Mutual information between two frames connected by that edge. A weight adjacency matrix for bipartite graph model with two subsets each of 20 nodes representing frames for a cricket video taken from YOUTUBE is presented in Fig.  6 . For every weighted bipartite graph model of 40 frames with non-negative weights wij corresponding to the edge (i, j) Minimum edge weight matching is obtained employing Hungarian method. A complete bipartite graph for cost adjacency matrix(weight matrix) in Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7(a) and a typical maximal matching of it is shown in Fig.7(b) , This procedure represents complete video as sequential set of bipartite graph matches as illustrated in Fig. 8 . The key frames are extracted from each match as explained in algorithm 1. From each matching, first an edge with maximum edge weight is identified and the frames represented by nodes connected by edges of higher weight depicted as mutual information (above 70 % of the maximum edge weight) i.e with higher similarity are eliminated leading to reduction of redundancy. The frames represented by nodes connected by the edges of weight below 70 % of the maximum edge weight and their two neighboring frames are selected as representative key frames. The threshold value of 70% is empirically optimized. The experiments have shown that higher value of threshold will increase the size of summary resulting in lower conciseness and smaller value of threshold will decrease the number of key frames leading to reduction in dynamicity of summary.
In the proposed work the sports video segments taken from YOUTUBE are used in the experiments to evaluate the performance of proposed methodology. The performance parameters namely meaningful summary duration (MSD), Informativeness and Satisfaction are used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed methodology the results are given in Table 1 . The performance of the proposed algorithm is also evaluated by experimentation on TRECVID MED 2011 summaries video data set and the comparison of the results of the proposed method with results in data set is presented in Table 2 .
A. Performance Evaluation of Algorithm
A challenging issue of the video summarization is related to the evaluation of the summary constructed using various algorithms, In this work a subjective evaluation method is adopted to assess the quality of video summaries There are several quality measures that can be used to evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms to produce quality summary. The measures to quantify the quality of summary are Summary duration(MSD), Informativeness and satisfaction. The MSD is duration of summary clip produced by adding all the representative frames extracted from all the segments of the video along the time line. The total duration of summary clip compared to total duration of video will quantify amount of conciseness accomplished by summarization. Informativeness assesses the capability of maintaining content coverage while reducing redundancy. Satisfaction metrics quantifies how satisfactory is the summarized video compared to the original one.
In order to quantify the performance of the video summarization in terms of Informativeness five reviewers are asked to assign scores in percentage from 0 to 100 % as informativeness to every summary. The average of the this score assigned by every reviewer for each summary is Informativeness of the each summary.
i. The summary was easy to understand ii. The summary was enjoyable iii. The summary was informative iv. The summary was interesting v. The summary was coherent vi. The summary represented the video well vii. The summary would aid in deciding whether to watch the full video Satisfaction measures [24] are derived from percentage rating for the above questions by reviewers and average of percentage rating demonstrates the satisfaction metrics for each video summary
The results of experimentation on 5 selected sports videos taken from YOUTUBE using proposed algorithm are presented in Table1 To quantitatively evaluate the performance of proposed video summarization method the criteria namely, Summary duration (MSD) Informativeness and satisfaction are used. The MSD is indicator of amount of conciseness attained by the proposed methodology in summarization. Informativeness accesses the capability of maintaining content coverage while reducing the redundancy. The satisfaction is measure of information coverage and visual pleasantness accomplished by summarization method. The results of this work reveal the suitability of the proposed algorithm for summarization of various length videos. The results also prove that proposed algorithm is comparable with recently presented methods.
The proposed method does not just selects one key frame to represent one group of frames from video as most of static summarization methods do. The method extracts more frames in pairs and their neighboring frames from a group of frames modeled as bipartite graphmatch. The frames thus selected from complete video of large size upon arranging on timeline presents certain amount of similarity along timeline. The video file created using frames extracted from a large video will create small concise clip with comprehensive coverage of video, making a summary. As the proposed method extracts representation from smaller group of frames from complete video the method attains more comprehensive coverage as compared to event based methods and selected segment based methods which extracts only interested segments from video or from separated shots of video for summarization. The summaries presented in the data set are produced by one such method. The values of performance parameters namely Informativeness value of 94 % and Satisfaction value of 92 % and duration (MSD) of summaries of proposed method reveal that it has attained better conciseness, good satisfaction and better informativeness as compared method by which the summaries presented in data set are produced.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work a graph theoretic approach for dynamic video summarization is proposed by bipartite graph modeling of the video. The video frames are partitioned into groups of 40 consecutive frames with 50% of overlapping. Every group of frames is modeled as bipartite graph by representing 20 frames from group as vertices on one side of the bipartite graph the next consecutive 20 frames form the other part of the bipartite graph. The edges of the bipartite graph are edges connecting a node from the first set of 20 nodes to a node in second set. The interrelation between frames from first set and second set is determined using similarity measured by obtaining maximal matching with minimum weight which is summation of weights of edges present in the match expressed in terms of mutual information between frames represented by the nodes connected by the edge. Higher the mutual information more similar are the nodes ie frames, so the frames connected by the edges with lower edge weights are taken as representative key frames. To build dynamicity into summary frames with certain similarity are also taken by considering frames connected by edges with edge weight below 70 % of maximum edge weight and their two immediate neighboring frames(one frame before and one after it). The higher edge weights are avoided to eliminate more similar frames. The results of experiments conducted on data set containing sports videos downloaded from YOUTUBE and TRECVID MED 2011 data set presented in terms of average values of performance parameters namely Informativeness value and satisfaction indicates that the proposed mechanism is suitable for video summarization to produce dynamic summaries and may be experimented on other types of videos.
